
Camden   Cycling   Campaign   
14th   March   2021   

To:safetravel@camden.gov.uk;   Sam   Margolis;   Anthony   Christofi   

Proposed   Trial   Changes   to   Haverstock   Hill   and   Rosslyn   Hill   (updated)   

This   response   to   the   consultation   on   the   above   proposals   from   Camden   Council   is   from   
Camden   Cycling   Campaign,   the   local   borough   group   of   London   Cycling   Campaign.   We   
represent   the   interests   of   cyclists   living   or   working   in   Camden   and   aim   to   expand   the   
opportunities   for   all   to   cycle   safely   in   the   borough.   We   have   discussed   this   consultation   by   
email   and   online   (using   Cyclescape).   
We   are   very   strongly   in   support   of   the   proposal   to   trial   cycle   lanes   and   improved   
pedestrian   crossings   on   Haverstock   Hill   and   Rosslyn   Hill   between   the   junctions   with   
Prince   of   Wales   Road   and   Pond   Street.   

The   Camden   Cycling   Network :   The   alignment   on   Haverstock   Hill   is   very   important   in   
extending   the   Camden   Cycling   Network   towards   the   north   of   the   borough   via   its   
connection   with   the   new   routes   on   Prince   of   Wales   Road   (PoW)    and   Chalk   Farm   Road.   
We   are   very   pleased   to   see   this   proposal   which   brings   forward   implementation   of   this   
section   of   the   network   by   several   years.   
It   will   enable   the   thousands   of   people   who   live   in   Belsize   Park   (and   beyond   in   Hampstead)   
to   safely   cycle   up   and   down   the   hill   at   their   own   pace   rather   than   being   hassled   by   
vehicles,   or   trapped   against   parked   cars.   With   the   affordability   of   eBikes   this   should   also   
include   less   active   cyclists.   
It   is   a   key   route   to   and   from   the   Royal   Free   Hospital   for   use   by   both   staff   and   patients.   It   
will   enable   more   active   journeys   to   the   restaurants   and   cinema   of   Belsize   Park.   There   are   
many   schools   at   the   top   and   bottom   of   this   corridor   and   will   provide   safety   for   children   to   
cycle   to/from   school.     
It   also   provides   access   to   Swiss   Cottage   Library,   Pool   and   Market   and   all   of   the   Belsize   
Park   area   via   the   quieter   east-west   roads   such   as   Eton   Avenue,   Englands   Lane   and   
Belsize   Park   Gardens.   
See   our   Appendix   for   a   set   of   scenarios   taken   from   posts   in   our   Twitter   campaign   that   
illustrate   how   people   will   benefit   from   these   cycle   lanes.   

Pedestrian   crossings:    we   strongly   support   the   provision   of   four   new   zebra   crossings   and   
one   with   signals;   they   are   a   much   safer   and   more   convenient   alternative   to   informal  
crossings.   

Traffic   islands :   we   support   their   removal   because   they   are   of   no   benefit   to   pedestrians   at   
zebra   crossings   and   at   crossings   with   signals.   In   a   small   number   of   other   locations   their   
removal   is   required   to   make   space   for   the   cycle   lanes.     

Junction   upgrades :   we   are   strongly   in   favour   of   the   introduction   of   pedestrian   countdown  
timers,   deeper   advanced   stop   lines   and   “early   release”   facilities   for   cyclists   at   the   junctions   
of   Pond   Street   and   England’s   Lane.   

Clarification :   at   the   junction   with   England   Lane   (drawing   3)   are   pedestrians   losing   a   
crossing   across   the   southern   arm?   



Our   suggestions   for   improvements   
Cycle   lane   width :   this   should   always   be   at   least   2m   except   when   the   full   road   width   is   
below   10m.     
Hatching   in   the   middle   of   the   road   represents   wasted   space   that   could   be   re-allocated   to   
cycle   lanes   and   its   absence   could   discourage   drivers   from   speeding.   It   should   therefore   be   
removed   in   the   following   places   and   the   space   re-allocated   to   the   cycle   lanes:     

● from   PoW   to   past   Steele’s   Road   the   NB   cycle   lane   is   less   than   2m   wide   where   the   
gradient   is   steep   (~5%)   and   people   on   cycles   may   need   to   overtake   others   
(consultation   drawing   1)     

● from   England   Lane   northwards   (drawings   3   and   4)   and   from   Antrim   Grove   to   Belsize   
Grove   (drawings   4,   5   and   6)   the   2m   wide   lanes   could   be   widened   

● the   right   turn   lane   for   entry   to   Upper   Park   Road   and   associated   hatchings   reduces   the   
widths   of   both   cycle   lanes   to   1.6m   and   the   NB   lane   has   no   bollard   protection,   which   is   
unacceptable   (drawing   5).   Please   consider   removing   the   right   turn   lane.     

We   are   pleased   to   see   that   north   of   Belsize   Avenue   (drawing   8)   the   hatchings   are  
removed   to   make   room   for   2.2m   wide   cycle   lanes.     

Bus   Lane :   from   Belsize   Avenue   to   Belsize   Lane,   NB   cycles   use   a   3m   wide   Bus   Lane.   The   
SB   cycle   lane   between   Rowland   Hill   Street   and   Ornan   Road   is   gradually   reduced   from   
1.6m   to   1.2   m   along   a   30m   stretch   of   mandatory   cycle   lane   (bounded   with   a   white   line   only   
and   no   bollards)(drawing   9).   LTN   1/20   6.4.3   says   “Cycle   lanes   less   than   1.5m   wide   should   
not   normally   be   used   as   they   will   exclude   the   use   of   the   facility   by   larger   cycles   and   are   
therefore   not   inclusive”.         
The   bus   lane   is   broken   as   it   passes   Ornan   Road;   we   ask   Camden   to   consider   re-starting   it   
beyond   SUBB-8.    This   could   enable   the   implementation   of   an   adequate   southbound   cycle   
lane.   

SUBBs   on   the   downhill   side:    we   note   that   on   Drawing   2   there   is   a   note   on   SUBB-1   
saying   its   installation   would   depend   on   a   study   of   the   steep   gradient   at   this   location   and   
the   impact   on   cycle/pedestrian   safety.     
The   map   at    https://cycle.travel/map/journey/205591    indicates   that   the   steepest   gradients   
are   between   PoW   and   England’s   Lane   (~5%)   and   in   a   short   section   on   either   side   of   
Belsize   Avenue   (~3%).     
SUBB-1   north   of   Eton   Road   is   the   only   one   to   be   in   these   steeper   sections.   If   no   other   
solution   can   be   found,   we   would   be   willing   to   support   having   the   Bus   Stop   over   the   cycle   
lane   as   is   the   case   further   down   the   hill   outside   Haverstock   School.   See    Photo .   
SUBB-8   (drawing   9)   south   of   Rowland   Hill   Street   is   only   1.6m   wide,   being   in   the   section   
narrowed   by   the   northbound   bus   lane.   This   is   an   additional   argument   for   dropping   a   
stretch   of   the   bus   lane   north   of   Ornan   Road.   

–   All   SUBBs   on   the   northbound   side   are   2m   wide.   

Cycle   lane   markings   across   side   road   junctions :   some   of   the   junctions   have   a   few   
logos   (Antrim   Gove)   and   some   have   none   (Eton   Road).   
● The   standard   LTN   1/20   6.4.10-11   specifies   that   where   the   cycle   lane   passes   a   

non-signalised   junction   it   should   be   marked   with   an   advisory   cycle   lane   and   cycle   
logos.   See    photo   of   PoW/Hadley   St   junction .   In   cases   where   many   motor   vehicles   are   
likely   to   turn   left   (Eton   Road   has   such   traffic   almost   continuously),   blue   paint   should   
also   be   deployed.   See    photo   PoE/Crogsland   Road .     

● Where   the   cycle   lane   crosses   a   signalised   junction   (England’s   Lane)   it   should   be   
marked   with   cycle   logos.   See    Photo   of   PoW/Malden   Road .     
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● At   T-junctions   e.g.   England’s   Lane,   the   cycle   lane   (and   bollards)   on   the   other   side   of   
the   road   should   continue   through   the   junction.   See    Photo   York   Way/Randalls   Road .     
At   PoW   the   advisory   cycle   lane   on   the   uphill   side   should   contain   logos.     

● At   several   junctions   close   to   pedestrian   crossings   e.g.   Eton   Road,   Steele's   Road,   no   
protection   is   shown   for   the   cycle   lane   on   the   opposite   side   of   the   road.    Is   there   any   
objection   to   using   bollards   beside   the   zebra   tails?   

Cycle   parking:    we   see   that   if   the   consultation   is   agreed,   cycle   parking   will   be   added   at   
the   shopping   parades.     
We   believe   that   it   would   be   worth   investigating   the   space   behind   the   fence   outside   Belsize   
Park   station   for   use   as   a   mini   ‘mobility   hub’   where   there   would   be   all   sorts   of   bike   parking  
as   well   as   services   such   as   bike   repair   stands   and   pumps.   Way   back   in   2011,   we   
investigated   with   Hannah   Brown   (who   has   now   left   Camden)   the   use   of   this   space   for   
‘mass   cycle   parking’.   She   put   us   in   touch   with   SuzanneGodsell@tfl.gov.uk   at   TfL   who   
wrote    as   follows   (11   Feb   2011):   

Hi   Jean,   A   scheme   was   worked   up,   quotes   received   and   budget   approved   in   2010   
to   increase   the   numbers   of   cycle   parking   stands   outside   Belsize   Park   tube   station.   
Sadly   in   October   last   year,   London   Underground   (LU)   rejected   the   space   allocation   
request   for   this   work   as   they   had   also   received   a   request   from   the   council   to   use   
this   same   space   for   growing   vegetables.    However,   LU   contractors   proceeded   with   
the   works   by   mistake   without   receiving   this   approval,   which   is   why   they   were   
subsequently   made   to   remove   the   new   stands   at   their   own   cost,   firstly   because   
they   were   installed   without   all   necessary   approvals   and   secondly   because   they   
have   installed   unacceptable   stands   which   were   not   in   line   with   the   contract   (yellow)   
[ See   photo   here ].    
I   have   spoken   to   LU   and   they   are   still   maintaining   their   position   that   the   council/TfL   
have   to   agree   what   the   priority   is   (cycle   parking   or   vegi's),   before   they   will   grant   a   
space   allocation   request   to   install   more   cycle   parking   in   this   area.   I   am   trying   to   
make   contact   with   the   relevant   person   in   the   council   (or   their   representative)   to   
come   to   an   amicable   agreement   so   that   this   issue   can   be   progressed.  
In   my   opinion,   I   obviously   feel   the   cycle   parking   should   be   the   project   progressed   in   
order   to   create   an   integrated   and   joined   up   transport   system.   
  Kind   Regards,   Suzanne   

Ten   years   have   gone   by   and   no   use   has   been   made   of   this   space   so   we   think   it   could   be   
worthwhile   approaching   TfL   with   a   request   to   use   the   currently   fenced-off   space   for   bike   
parking   with   spaces   for   both   dockless   and   private   bikes.     
  

Please   acknowledge   receipt   of   this   response.   We   would   be   very   happy   to   discuss   any   
aspect   of   our   comments;   contact   details   are   below.   

Jean   Dollimore,   John   Chamberlain,   George   Coulouris   and   Paul   Allen   
john@camdencyclists.org.uk   
Camden   Cycling   Campaign,   11   Grove   Terrace,   London   NW5   1PH   
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Appendix   
Some   scenarios:   

1. Here’s   a   cycle   route   from   Kentish   Town   to   Belsize   Park.   Once   on   Prince   of   Wales   Road   there   are   
protected   cycle   lanes   all   the   way   to   Haverstock   Hill.   But   the   ride   up   the   hill   is   going   to   be   hard   with   
cars   and   vans   pushing   past.   With   dedicated   cycle   lanes,   the   hill   would   be   less   daunting   for   cyclists.   

  
  

2. Here’s   a   cycle   route   for   a   12-year   old   who   wants   to   cycle   from   home   in   Belsize   Avenue   to   Haverstock   School   in   
Crogsland   Road.   Currently   the   parents   say   that   Haverstock   Hill   is   too   dangerous   for   a   12-year   old   to   cycle   alone.   The   
new   lanes   will   help   parents   to   allow   12-year   olds   their   independence     

  
  
  

3. Here’s   a   cycle   route   for   a   nurse   who   would   like   to   to   start   cycling   from   home   in   King   Henry’s   Road   to   the   Royal   Free   
Hospital   but   is   nervous   about   the   traffic   on   Haverstock   Hill.     Camden   wants   to   make   it   enjoyable   for   health   workers   
to   cycle   to   the   Royal   Free     

  
  
  



4. A   cycling   family   (kids   8,   10   and   12)   already   ride   to   the   Tower   and   St   James   Park   via   C6   and   C3   but   don’t   feel   safe   
going   to   the   Everyman   Cinema   at   Belsize   Park.    Camden   wants   to   make   Haverstock   Hill   suitable   for   families   to   cycle   
together.   

  
  
  

5. A   doctor   who   cycles   regularly   from   home   in   Arlington   Rd   to   Royal   Free   appreciates   Pop-up   lanes   on   H   Hill   south   of   
PoW   &   once   they   extend   to   Pond   Street   will   encourage   colleagues   from   Regents   Park   Estate   to   cycle.   

  
  
  

6. A   group   of   12   &   13-year   olds   from   the   Belsize   Avenue   area   want   to   cycle   to   swimming   lessons   at   Kentish   Town   
Sports   Centre.   The   parents   say   Haverstock   Hill   is   unsafe.   Youngsters   need   independence.     

  
  
  



7. Camden   Lock   Market   trader   of   unusual   lamp   shades   plans   to   bring   goods   by   cargo   bike   but   fears   being   pushed   off   
the   road   by   passing   cars   and   vans   on   the   return   journey   up   Haverstock   Hill.   The   lanes   will   encourage   a   change   from   
vans   to   cargo   bikes.   

  
8. Medical   electronics   technician   with   power-assist   handcycle   has   been   offered   a   new   job   at   Royal   Free   Hospital.   But   

they   only   feel   safe   on   cycle   lanes   and   on   quiet   roads.   To   allow   disabled   key   worker   to   take   the   new   job.     

  
9. Parents   from   Parkhill   Road   want   to   use   a   child   carrying   box   bike   to   get   around   with   their   kids,   e.g.   to   soft   play   at   

Talacre,   to   swimming   at   Kentish   Town   pool   and   to   the   nursery   at   Rhyl   School.     

  

  


